**Training Class**
Friday, June 26th, 2020
0800-1630 hours

**ECHELON FRONT – LEADERSHIP SEMINAR**

Do you want to learn leadership lessons from combat proven Navy SEALS? Do you wonder what type of mindset is required to operate at the tip of our nation’s military spear? Do you want to apply these lessons in your life? If so then this is the class for you!

Echelon Front’s mission is to educate, train, mentor, and inspire leaders and organizations to achieve total victory. Echelon Front offers unmatched solutions in leadership, strategy, innovation, management, team building, contingency planning, and crisis management developed and proven in the U.S. Navy SEAL Teams. His extraordinary combat experiences provide high-impact lessons learned and instruction with direct application helping Echelon Front to teach others how to build their own high-performance, winning teams and dominate their battlefields.

**INSTRUCTOR:**
Andrew Paul is a former Navy SEAL Officer and reservist with over 17 years of total service and now is a leadership instructor and chief of staff with Echelon Front. A graduate of Vanderbilt University, he was commissioned in 2001 and graduated from SEAL training with Echelon Front Co-Founder, Leif Babin. He then made several combat deployments to Iraq both as the OIC of a Naval Special Warfare special boat team detachment and as the assistant platoon commander for Delta Platoon, Task Unit bruiser in 2006 where he served alongside leadership instructors Leif Babin, Mike Sarraille, JP Dinnell, and TU Bruiser Commander, Jocko Willink. Andrew experienced the lessons from the Battle of Ramadi first-hand and under the leadership and mentorship of both Leif and Jocko. He learned to lead men in combat operations against the enemy, employ the laws of combat and how to lead both up and down the chain of command. In 2007, Andrew left active duty and transitioned to the business world where he built a successful mortgage business. His experience in the business ranges from operations and management for the last 13 years. Andrew brings unique experiences in both combat and business applications as they relate to the leadership principles of Extreme Ownership. Andrew is the recipient of a Bronze Star Medal.

**Location:**
Brentwood Community Center – 35 Oak Street, Brentwood, CA 94513 (Parking is free and available in parking structure by City Hall).

**LAW ENFORCEMENT IDENTIFICATION WILL BE CHECKED AT THE DOOR**

**Tuition:**
$100 for CNOA Members, pay online at [https://checkout.square.site/pay/4ee41f3d624f413a9636a5d381b0ce1f4](https://checkout.square.site/pay/4ee41f3d624f413a9636a5d381b0ce1f4)

$150 for Non-Members, pay online at [https://checkout.square.site/pay/16714b0b0c4a4fb0ac9db61f9e5e81](https://checkout.square.site/pay/16714b0b0c4a4fb0ac9db61f9e5e81)

Please write the name of the attendee when paying online in the name field and you might have to use Google Chrome.

Or mail payment to CNOA Region 1, PO Box 10818, Pleasanton, CA 94588. If you have any questions, please email us at cnoaregion1@gmail.com